
Join us for a Wild Time!

All Racine Zoo Summer Camps include up close encounters with our animals, daily crafts, 
snacks, and plenty of hands on learning about our animals, wildlife, and the environment. From 
feeding giraffes to meeting zookeepers, each day of Zoo Camp is full of fun and adventure. Give 
your child the experience of a lifetime and sign them up for Racine Zoo’s Summer Camp today!

K-7 Camps take place from 9:00am-4:00pm; Age 3-4 Camps are from 9:00am – 12:00pm 
Sign up your child for the age/grade entering in Fall  
Costs and registration online at www.racinezoo.org

Ages 3-4:

Colorful Creatures  
How many hues do you see at the zoo?  What shape is a great ape?  Can you spy with your 
little eye a fox on the sly?  Come monkey around during this exciting and electrifying shape and 
color adventure!  

Animal Patrol 
Does your child love Paw Patrol? Join us as we explore how animals build, swim, and fly with 
themed days and learn how to help animals around the world, just like in Adventure Bay!

Sense-ational Storytime Safari  
Animal senses are super special! Your preschoolers are sure to have a sense-ational time as 
we explore the fascinating worlds of animal noses, eyes, ears, touch, taste and so much more.  
Our adventures will include daily stories to help in our investigatory super sense-ational 
sleuthing safari.  Your little sleuths in training will not want to miss out!

Movin’ and Groovin’  
Jungle Boogie through the Zoo, groove with the ‘roos and get jiggy with the piggies as your 
preschooler explores the Zoo’s creatures moves and grooves in their daily lives! This is one 
festive, fantastic dance party you sure don’t want to miss!



Ages 3-4 (cont.):

Farmyard Fun  
Old MacDonald’s got nothin’ on the Racine Zoo!  Join us as we investigate wild animals that 
moo, grunt, quack, roar and more through a cacophony of critter calls.  Your kids will enjoy a 
Barnyard Safari of Fun as we boogie through this fun farm creature caper!

Grade K-1:

Amazing Animal Adaptations  
From surviving hot desert days to slippery, sloppy slopes, animals have a wonderful way of 
dealing with where the live.  Join us for a week-long expedition throughout the Zoo as we 
explore the amazing world of animal adaptations- claws, jaws and all!

Who’s Who at the Zoo  
Who’s scaly, who’s slimy, who’s furry, who’s grimy?  Find out as we investigate the world of 
magnificent mammals, brilliant birds, amazing amphibians, radical reptiles and impressive 
invertebrates during this stupendous snooping search!

Gonna Go Wild!  
Love Wild Kratts? Learn all about adaptations by mimicking them yourself, just like the Kratt 
Brothers. Earn a new Creature Power every day while learning how to help animals in the wild!

Wild Senses and Crazy Defenses  
To survive in the rough and tumble world of the animal kingdom, you need to stay on top of the 
pack!  Learn about animals that smell with their tongues, taste with their skin and have paws, 
spines and stinky behinds to help protect them. Get excited to go ballistic about everything 
animalistic!

Animal Olympics  
Swinging from vine to vine, jumping from limb to limb and climbing over falling rock are just 
some things that creatures have to deal with to survive.  Come and explore the world of animal 
Olympians and see who you find most deserving of a gold medal during this critter competition!

Grade 2-3:

Extreme Animals  
Nothing is tame as we dive into the world of extreme animals! These carefree critters go against 
the grain and some of their adaptations are insane! Long tongues, hairy manes and kickboxing 
pros are investigated during this thrilling week of discovery and fun!

Weird and Wacky Animal Oddities  
Think people are strange?  You should see some of these animals!!  Some don’t give a hoot, 
while others spray their poop!  We’re sure to have a great time as we explore the world of the 
weird, wild, whacky and wonderful!



Grade 2-3 (cont.)

Zoovengers and Animal Outlaws  
The animal kingdom is fi lled with animal super heroes, and here at the Racine Zoo, we have a 
few!  Join us for an exploration of heroic animal skills and adaptations as we uncover the 
sneaky villains in nature.  Who are these fiendish animal outlaws, and why should we save 
them?

Grossology  
Come join the Racine Zoo as we explore the gross and bizarre facts about the animal kingdom- 
from stinky slime to picking bugs off a partner’s behind! Learning about these animals can bring 
your kids from EWWW to COOL in this hands-on, engrossing week of delight! 

Grades 4-5:

Dangerous Defenses  
Danger lurks ahead, participate if you dare! Mysteries surround the Racine Zoo will be revealed 
as we uncover some of the adaptations of world’s most dangerous creatures and how the Zoo 
helps conservationists keep animals safe from extinction.

Earth Explorers  
Open your imagination and become a global jet setter as we explore the magnificent world of 
migration.  We’ll visit the ends of the earth virtually as we discover animals that swoon and 
croon across continents.

Magical Menagerie  
Meet fantastic beasts each day and learn how the animals at the Racine Zoo would be sorted 
into houses at Hogwarts. From superb finders in Hufflepuff to the misunderstood Slytherins, this 
week is sure to be absolutely magical!

Super Sleuths, Fossils, & Mysteries  
A new and thrilling challenge awaits you every day with the mysteries of ZSI: Racine Zoo! Have 
fun with fossils, furry creatures and everything else in between during this super sleuthing 
adventure.

Habitats and Hideaways  
It’s a wonderful weird world out there, so take care! Learn about the fascinating food webs and 
homes of these creative critters while having a whale of a good time. This action packed week 
of creature features will have you discovering hideaways and habitats you never knew existed!

Grades 6-7:

Junior Zoo Keepers 
Meet animal care experts and create something new and exciting for the animals during this 
career camp experience.  Immerse yourself in the life of a zookeeper as we explore the 
fundamentals of animal care, diet and nutrition, enrichment and more.

Conservation Connections  
Learn how global conservation efforts connect to the animals in our zoo! Explore various field 



conservation initiatives through hands-on encounters, activities, and crafts and learn how to 
make a difference for wildlife.


